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Chaotic Mixing and Mixing Efficiency in a Short Time

Mitsuaki FUNAKOSHI
Department of Applied Analysis and Complex Dynamical Systems,
Graduate School of Informatics, Kyoto University,
Yoshida-Honmachi, Sakyo-ku, Kyoto, 606-8501

abstract

Several studies of the chaotic motion of fluid particles by two-dimensional time-periodic flows or three-dimensional steady flows, called Lagrangian chaos, are first introduced. Secondly, some of the studies on efficient mixing caused by Lagrangian chaos, called chaotic mixing, are reviewed with discussion of several indices for the estimation of mixing efficiency. Finally, several indices to estimate the efficiency of mixing in a short time, such as those related to transport matrices, stable and unstable manifolds of hyperbolic periodic points of Poincaré maps, and lines of separation, are explained by showing examples of mixing by two-dimensional time-periodic flows between eccentric rotating cylinders and mixing by three-dimensional steady flows in a model of static mixers.
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§1. Introduction

Mixing of fluids is one of the important subjects in fluid dynamics, and has been studied for many years. When we consider the mixing of two incompressible miscible fluids A and B in a container initially occupying two disjoint regions of volumes $V_A$ and $V_B$ respectively by a flow of these fluids, our goal is to attain a completely mixed state in which the volume ratio $r_A$ of fluid A in any region is equal to $r_A = V_A/(V_A + V_B)$. If there is no diffusion between the fluids, the value of $r_A$ in a sufficiently small region can be far from $r_A$ even after a long-time motion of fluid elements by the flow, although the boundary between these fluids may be quite complicated. However, since a diffusive
effect actually exists between miscible fluids, if a striped pattern of the fluids with a sufficiently small spacing is attained by the flow, a rapid approach to the completely mixed state is expected because of the large gradient of a concentration of each fluid in this pattern. Therefore, when we examine the mixing of fluids caused by a flow in the absence of a diffusive effect, it is sufficient to aim at attaining the approximately mixed state in which the value of $r_A$ within any region of size larger than $\delta$ is close to $r_A$. The value of $\delta$ is determined by the time provided for mixing and the value of a diffusion constant.

The efficiency of mixing by a turbulent flow is expected to be much higher than that by a laminar flow, because a small-scale and high-frequency motion in a turbulent flow has a diffusive effect on the mixing in a large scale. However, mixing by a laminar flow is important in a few cases. That is, if large amounts of fluids of high viscosity are to be mixed in chemical plants, glass production systems, and so on, these fluids are sometimes mixed by a laminar flow because it is inefficient to generate a turbulent flow using a large amount of power. Next, mixing of fluids is now important also in fluid systems of dimensions ranging from micrometers to millimeters because of the development in microscale devices and analyzers. Since the Reynolds number characterizing the flows in such systems is usually low, fluids are mixed by a laminar flow in most cases. The mixing at microscale was reviewed by Stremler et al. (2004) and by Ottino and Wiggins (2004). Reviews on micromixers were also written by Hessel et al. (2005), by Chew et al. (2005), and by Dittrich et al. (2006). Moreover, in some food production systems, fluid materials have to be mixed gently or slowly by a laminar flow so that their fine structure is not destroyed. Furthermore, when we examine the mixing or transport of materials in the atmosphere or ocean, such as pollutants, volcanic gas and ashes, by large-scale flows, these flows are often modeled as laminar with the introduction of eddy viscosity that is much larger than molecular viscosity.

In mixing by laminar flows, the attainment of a striped pattern with a smaller spacing is required, compared with the case of mixing by turbulent flows, because there is only a weak diffusive effect associated with molecular viscosity. Therefore, careful and severe estimation of each flow on how fast this flow can generate a uniform striped pattern with a sufficiently small spacing is important in the study of mixing by such flows.
Taking this into account, in the present paper, we consider the mixing of fluids caused by laminar flows under the assumption of no diffusive effect. The mixing of fluids by a steady or time-periodic flow can be related to the theory of dynamical systems if this flow is independent of the configuration of fluids. Moreover, the chaotic motion of fluid particles caused by a flow, if it is observed, is expected to yield efficient mixing. Therefore many studies of the chaotic motion of fluid particles, called Lagrangian chaos, and of the efficient mixing of fluids by utilizing this chaotic motion, called chaotic mixing, have developed from the 1980's.

In Section 2 of the present paper, after describing the relation of a few basic concepts in the theory of dynamical systems and in the theory of the application of chaos to fluid dynamics, we give a brief summary of preceding studies of Lagrangian chaos. In Section 3, we describe a few results on the efficiency of mixing obtained from the above theories. We also introduce several indices of mixing efficiency that are often used in the study of chaotic mixing, and attempt to summarize some of the many studies on chaotic mixing caused by two-dimensional time-periodic flows or three-dimensional steady flows.

Some of the indices of mixing efficiency suggested or used in these studies are explicitly or implicitly related to the efficiency of mixing over a long time. However, in the applications described above, it is sometimes difficult or impossible to carry out the mixing of fluids for a long time. Therefore, the indices that can be used to estimate the mixing efficiency in a short time may also be important. In Section 4, some results on the indices of efficiency of mixing in a short time are shown, with special attention to mixing by two-dimensional time-periodic flows between eccentric rotating cylinders and by three-dimensional steady flows in a model of a static mixer. Section 5 is devoted to concluding remarks.

§2. Lagrangian chaos

If velocity field $u(x, t)$ of a laminar flow is given as a function of spatial coordinate $x$ and time $t$, the position $X(t)$ of a fluid particle in this flow evolves according to the following equation:

$$\frac{dX(t)}{dt} = u(X(t), t). \quad (1)$$

This equation is a dynamical system for two (three) dependent variables if we consider
the motion of a fluid particle by a two-dimensional (three-dimensional) flow, and is an autonomous (non-autonomous) system for a steady (unsteady) flow. It is widely known that chaotic solutions characterized by irregular time evolution and sensitive dependence on initial conditions are possible only in autonomous systems for three or more variables, or in non-autonomous systems for two or more variables. Therefore, although the chaotic motion of fluid particles is not allowed in a steady two-dimensional flow, their motion can be chaotic in a three-dimensional steady flow or in a two-dimensional time-periodic flow. This chaotic motion is often called Lagrangian chaos, because $X(t)$ is one of the dependent variables in the Lagrangian description of fluid motions. Since the dependent variable $X(t)$ of Eq. (1) is in physical space, if this chaos exists, we can directly observe characteristic geometrical properties of chaos such as the stretching and folding of a set of initial points in numerical or experimental studies on Lagrangian chaos by using computer graphics or flow visualization techniques. Although Lagrangian chaos is possible in more complicated flows such as three-dimensional time-periodic flows and two-dimensional quasi-periodic flows, most of the studies of Lagrangian chaos up to now are for two-dimensional time-periodic flows or three-dimensional steady flows, probably because useful information is not obtained easily from the application of the theory of dynamical systems for more complicated flows.

Moreover, in most of the studies of Lagrangian chaos, the motion of fluid particles by flows of an incompressible fluid is examined. The velocity field $\mathbf{u}(x,t)$ of this fluid must satisfy the following equation of continuity:

$$\text{div } \mathbf{u} = 0. \quad (2)$$

When Eq. (2) is satisfied, Eq. (1) is a conservative system, in which the volume of any region in the space of dependent variables is conserved when each point within this region moves according to this system. This property directly corresponds to the incompressibility of the fluid. For the special case of a two-dimensional flow of an incompressible fluid in the $(x,y)$ plane, since $u$ and $v$, the $x$ and $y$ components of $\mathbf{u}$, satisfy Eq. (2), we can introduce a streamfunction $\psi$ satisfying $u = \partial \psi / \partial y$ and $v = -\partial \psi / \partial x$. Using this $\psi$, Eq. (1) is expressed as

$$\frac{dX}{dt} = \frac{\partial \psi(X,Y,t)}{\partial Y}, \quad \frac{dY}{dt} = -\frac{\partial \psi(X,Y,t)}{\partial X}. \quad (3)$$
where \((X, Y)\) are the \((x, y)\) components of \(X\). Equation (3) is the canonical equation of a one-degree-of-freedom Hamiltonian system with Hamiltonian \(\psi\).

Conservative systems are classified into integrable and non-integrable systems. The \(n\)-degree-of-freedom Hamiltonian systems, which are typical examples of conservative systems, are integrable only if they have \(n\) independent conserved quantities. Chaotic solutions are known to be possible only in non-integrable systems. Therefore, the motion of fluid particles by a three-dimensional steady flow can be chaotic because Eq. (1) can be non-integrable. Moreover, for a two-dimensional time-periodic flow, the streamfunction \(\psi\) in Eq. (3) explicitly depends on \(t\) and then is no longer conserved. Therefore, the motion of fluid particles by this flow also can be chaotic since Eq. (3) can be non-integrable.

![Figure 1: An example of a Poincaré section. \(a = 0.3, \epsilon = 0.7, T_{\text{out}} = T_{\text{in}} = 1.0\). The definition of these parameters is given in Section 4.](image)

When we consider the motion of fluid particles by a two-dimensional time-periodic flow with period \(T\), we can define a two-dimensional area-preserving map \(M\) that maps \(X(t) = (X(t), Y(t))\) onto \(X(t + T) = (X(t + T), Y(t + T))\). This map is called a Poincaré map. Furthermore, by plotting the locations \(X(nT) = M^n(X(0))\) of a few fluid particles starting from initial positions \(X(0)\) for many values of the integer \(n = 0, 1, 2, \ldots\) we obtain a figure composed of many points on the \((X, Y)\) plane. This figure is called a Poincaré section. Figure 1 shows an example of Poincaré section produced from the
motions of 20 fluid particles for \( n = 0, 1, \ldots, 300 \) by the two-dimensional slow time-periodic flow between two eccentric cylinders that rotate alternately by \( 2\pi \) radian in the same direction in each period. The details of this flow will be described in Section 4.

Since the Poincaré map \( M \) is area-preserving, the periodic points (including fixed points of period one) of this map are hyperbolic (saddle type), elliptic (center type), or parabolic, depending on the eigenvalues of Jacobian matrix associated with these periodic points, as explained below. Since \( M \) is a two-dimensional map, the relation \( \mathbf{X}(t_0 + pT) = M^p(\mathbf{X}(t_0)) \) for any positive integer \( p \) can be expressed as

\[
z_1(t_0 + pT) = M_1^p(z_1(t_0), z_2(t_0)), \quad z_2(t_0 + pT) = M_2^p(z_1(t_0), z_2(t_0)), \tag{4}
\]

where \( z_1 \) and \( z_2 \) are \( X \) and \( Y \), respectively, and \( t_0 \) is a constant. Moreover, if \( \mathbf{X}^{(p)} = (X^{(p)}, Y^{(p)}) \) is one of the periodic points of \( M \) of period \( p \), it satisfies

\[
M^p(\mathbf{X}^{(p)}) = \mathbf{X}^{(p)}, \quad M^q(\mathbf{X}^{(p)}) \neq \mathbf{X}^{(p)}, \quad \text{for} \quad q = 1, 2, \ldots, p - 1. \tag{5}
\]

The \((i, j)\) component of the Jacobian matrix \( G \) of map \( M^p \) associated with a periodic point \( \mathbf{X}^{(p)} \) is written as

\[
\left( \frac{\partial M_{1}^{(p)}}{\partial z_j} \right)_{z_1 = X^{(p)}, z_2 = Y^{(p)}}, \quad (i, j = 1, 2). \tag{6}
\]

Since \( M \) is area-preserving, the two eigenvalues \( \mu_1 \) and \( \mu_2 \) of \( G \) satisfy \( \mu_1 \mu_2 = 1 \). If the imaginary parts of \( \mu_1 \) and \( \mu_2 \) satisfying \( \mu_2 = \mu_1^* \) are non-zero and \( |\mu_1| = |\mu_2| = 1 \) is satisfied, \( \mathbf{X}^{(p)} \) is neutrally stable and is called elliptic, where \( * \) denotes complex conjugate. However, if both \( \mu_1 \) and \( \mu_2 \) are real, and satisfy the relation \( |\mu_1| > 1 > |\mu_2| \), \( \mathbf{X}^{(p)} \) is unstable and is called hyperbolic. Moreover, if both \( \mu_1 \) and \( \mu_2 \) are equal to 1, \( \mathbf{X}^{(p)} \) is called parabolic. Parabolic periodic points are usually observed for the parameters of flows where the type of these points changes from elliptic to hyperbolic. In the following part, \( \mu_1 \) is assumed to satisfy the condition \( |\mu_1| > 1 \) for hyperbolic periodic points, and is called an unstable eigenvalue.

In Poincaré sections, if \( \mathbf{X}(0) \) is sufficiently close to one of the elliptic periodic points of period \( p \), the points \( \mathbf{X}(npT) \) are on one of the closed curves encircling this point for all integer \( n \). An example of this behavior is shown in Fig. 1 by a few closed curves encircling
the elliptic fixed point \( P \) on the right-hand side of the inner cylinder. The region around elliptic periodic points of period \( p \) where the positions \( X(nT) \) of fluid particles starting from this region move regularly on one of the curves encircling these points is called an island region. In Fig. 1, we observe a typical island region around \( P \). Near the two cylinders of this figure, there are also regions where \( X(nT) \) moves regularly on a closed curve along either of the cylinders, similarly to that in island regions, although their widths are too small to distinguish. These regions around elliptic periodic points or near the boundaries of the fluid region are called regular regions because fluid particles starting from these regions move regularly.

In Poincaré sections, it is also commonly observed that the location \( X(nT) \) of fluid particles starting from a certain region where many points are scattered randomly varies irregularly within this region. This region is called a chaotic region because we observe irregular movement and sensitive dependence on initial conditions of \( X(nT) \) starting from this region. In Fig. 1, this region occupies a relatively large part of the fluid region between two eccentric cylinders.

Therefore, reflecting the characteristic property of solutions to conservative systems, the motion of fluid particles is chaotic or regular depending on their initial locations. Here the boundaries between regular and chaotic regions usually have a fractal structure. That is, the boundaries include a fine complicated geometrical structure that is repeatedly observed after every specified magnification of the region around the boundaries. Detailed descriptions of fractals were given by Mandelbrot (1982). Moreover, some small island regions may be embedded in chaotic regions. Furthermore, fluid particles can move chaotically within thin layers satisfying a resonant condition included in regular regions. However, using Poincaré sections, we can roughly divide the region occupied by a fluid into regular and chaotic regions, although rigorous division is difficult.

Since the 1980's, there have been many studies of Lagrangian chaos in two-dimensional time-periodic flows. These studies were carried out by experiments, by numerical simulations, by theoretical analysis, or by the combination of these methods. Among these studies, the Lagrangian chaos induced by the slow time-periodic flow between eccentric rotating cylinders introduced in Fig. 1 was examined most extensively, probably because this flow field not only is realized easily in experiments but also is expressed in an ana-
lytic form. This flow was generalized without losing these preferable characteristics by Finn and Cox (2001) so that translational motions of the inner cylinder are also allowed.

Some of the other studies based on theoretical analysis or numerical simulations used quite simple flows such as the flow induced by blinking point vortices (Aref, 1984) and the flow by a pulsed source-sink system (Jones and Aref, 1988) so that the appearance and development of Lagrangian chaos with the variation in flow parameters can be examined easily, although it is difficult to produce such flows in experiments. On the other hand, several experimental or numerical studies have been performed in which the flows generated by periodic motions of simple flow boundaries were used. Unfortunately, however, most of the velocity fields corresponding to these flows are obtained only numerically. This sometimes demands a careful interpolation of velocity data if these data are given only at discrete points in order to obtain acceptable trajectories of fluid particles after a long time. A typical example of such flows is the slow time-periodic flow in a lid-driven cavity generated by the alternate periodic motion of upper and lower boundaries parallel to themselves (see, for example, Leong and Ottino, 1989 and Franzione et al., 1989).

An interesting subject related to Lagrangian chaos by two-dimensional flows is topological chaos. This chaos, first examined by Bodland et al., (2000), is produced by an appropriate slow motion of three or more stirring rods in a container (batch mixer). This motion is determined on the basis of topology and braid theory. A recent review of this subject was written by Thiffeault and Finn (2005).

Studies of Lagrangian chaos in three-dimensional steady flows also have been performed intensively, with stronger interest in its relation to actual mixing devices. Since Eq. (1) governing the motion of fluid particles is a conservative system, the region of a fluid can be roughly divided into regular and chaotic regions, similarly to the case of two-dimensional time-periodic flows. Within regular regions, each fluid particle moves regularly on a closed curve or on a torus surrounding it if the fluid region is bounded. Moreover, if the steady flows are spatially periodic in an unbounded fluid region, as in the case of static mixers, each fluid particle in regular regions moves regularly along an unbounded periodic curve or along a surface of an unbounded periodic tubular region surrounding this curve. Here static mixers are tubular mixing devices that include periodic elements of axial period L to generate a cross-sectional flow, from one end of
which fluids to be mixed are fed by imposing a high pressure, and at the other end of which the outflow of a mixed fluid is expected. Therefore, the above curve and tubular region extend along the axis of this mixer with period \( L \). On the other hand, the motion of fluid particles in chaotic regions is irregular, and their trajectories are geometrically complicated. Since these trajectories are the same as streamlines, Lagrangian chaos in three-dimensional steady flows is also called chaos of streamlines. When chaotic regions are dominant, regular regions composed of thin tori or tubes are surrounded by the chaotic regions.

In order to capture the characteristics of motions of fluid particles in a three-dimensional fluid region, it is better to examine the intersection of their trajectories with a plane. Therefore, if this fluid region is bounded, we often try to find a plane such that most of fluid particles in this region pass through this plane and return to it many times. If such a plane is obtained, we can define the Poincaré map \( M \) that maps the initial position of a fluid particle on this plane onto its location at the time of its first return to this plane, similarly to the case of two-dimensional time-periodic flows. The plane used for this definition of the Poincaré map is often called a Poincaré plane. Furthermore, we again obtain Poincaré sections, by plotting several successive intersections of the trajectories of a few fluid particles with this plane. For a spatially periodic steady flow in an unbounded fluid region, such as the flows in static mixers, we usually use a series of planes whose interval is the same as the period of the flow as Poincaré planes. For static mixers, since all fluid particles generally move from the high-pressure side to the low-pressure side, it is common to select axial planes of interval \( L \) as Poincaré planes. Therefore, the Poincaré map for spatially periodic steady flows in an unbounded region maps the initial position of a fluid particle on a Poincaré plane onto its location on a neighboring Poincaré plane at the time of its first arrival at this plane. On the basis of this Poincaré map, Poincaré sections for a spatially periodic flow are obtained.

We cannot always expect the existence of a Poincaré plane (or planes) that satisfies the condition described above. However, if this plane is obtained, we can easily distinguish chaotic and regular motions of fluid particles from Poincaré sections. The regular motion of a fluid particle on a curve that passes through the same point on Poincaré planes at its every \( p \)-th arrival corresponds to its periodic visit to each of a set of periodic
points of a map $M$ of period $p$ in a Poincaré section. Moreover, the regular motion of a fluid particle on a torus or tubular region encircling this curve corresponds to its periodic visit to each of a set of $p$ closed lines around the above periodic points in a Poincaré section. The chaotic motion of a fluid particle is observed as an irregular motion of points in Poincaré sections.

It should be noted that the Poincaré map $M$ of motions of fluid particles by a three-dimensional steady flow is usually not area-preserving. That is, although the volume of each fluid element is conserved, its cross-sectional area at its every intersection with a Poincaré plane varies because its perpendicular velocity usually depends on its cross-sectional location. However, since the map $M^p$ is area-preserving in the neighborhood of its any periodic points of period $p$, it is expected that at least near the periodic points of map $M$ the motion of points in Poincaré sections is quite similar to that in Poincaré sections for two-dimensional time-periodic flows. That is, Eqs. (4)–(6) and the classification of periodic points into elliptic and hyperbolic ones described just below Eq. (6) hold also for the Poincaré map $M$ of three-dimensional steady flows if $Z_1$ and $Z_2$ are interpreted as two components of the position of a fluid particle on Poincaré planes and $t_0 + pT$ in Eq. (4) is replaced by the time of the first return of the particle to these Poincaré planes. Therefore, as already explained, island regions are again expected to be observed around the elliptic periodic points of $M$ in Poincaré sections.

Studies of Lagrangian chaos by three-dimensional steady flows are again roughly classified into two groups, similarly to the case of two-dimensional time-periodic flows. In the first group, steady flow fields that are expressed in simple analytic forms but can yield Lagrangian chaos were chosen. These flows are convenient for the examination of dependences of this chaos on flow parameters. However, it is difficult to realize these flows in experiments, because supposed boundary conditions cannot be satisfied by any motion of rigid boundaries, or even because we have to give an unrealizable pressure distribution within a fluid. A typical example of such flows is the ABC flow (Dombre et al., 1986) defined in an unbounded region. The velocity field of this flow is expressed in a quite simple form by using sinusoidal functions, and is periodic in all the directions in Cartesian coordinates. Another example of such flows defined in a bounded region is the Stokes flow within a spherical droplet (Bajer and Moffatt, 1990). The last example of
such flows is the flow in a twisted pipe. Jones et al. (1989) examined the cross-sectional chaotic motion of fluid particles as they move along a twisted pipe that is a periodic connection of several units composed of two semicircular pipe segments of circular cross-section connected with a twist. In this study, they used a discontinuous velocity field composed of the approximate velocity field of an analytic form in a pipe of constant curvature under a constant axial pressure gradient obtained by Dean (1927, 1928) in each segment.

In the studies of the second group, flows generated by a simple motion of rigid boundaries were used. Although these flows are expected to be realizable in experiments, their velocity fields are usually obtained only by numerical computations. Since velocity data of sufficiently high accuracy are required to obtain acceptable trajectories of fluid particles after long times, systematic numerical examinations of Lagrangian chaos for several values of flow parameters are not so easy if we use such numerical velocity fields.

A typical example of such flows is the steady flow in a lid-driven cubic cavity (Ishii and Iwatsu, 1989, Iwatsu et al. 1989). This flow is produced by the motion of one boundary (lid) parallel to itself at a constant speed, and can yield Lagrangian chaos. The velocity fields used in studies of Lagrangian chaos and mixing in static mixers are also usually obtained only numerically because elements are included in the mixers.

One more subject to be discussed in this section is the dependence of Lagrangian chaos on the Reynolds number $Re$ of flows that yield this chaos. In many studies on Lagrangian chaos, Stokes flows were used as velocity fields, and corresponding experiments were carried out at low $Re$ by using the slow flow of highly viscous fluids such as glycerin.

In two-dimensional time-periodic Stokes flows, since the inertial effect of fluid motion is neglected, symmetry with respect to time reversal is expected. That is, if we perform a ‘return experiment’ in which a flow boundary is periodically moved during a few periods and then is moved as its time reversal, the velocity field induced by this motion is expected to be symmetric with respect to time reversal. Therefore, the return of all the fluid particles advected by this flow to their initial locations is expected. However, since there are usually unavoidable disturbances, discrepancies between their initial and final locations may be observed. Chaiken et al. (1986) and Atoke et al. (1995) showed that the discrepancy for chaotic fluid particles is much larger than that for regular ones.
in the experimental and numerical studies of flows between eccentric rotating cylinders. Here by chaotic and regular fluid particles we mean that they are in chaotic and regular regions respectively in Poincaré sections produced by the continuation of the periodic flow in the first half of the return experiment. Moreover, using the same flow, Aref and Jones (1989) numerically showed that when the effect of diffusion is included by a Brownian motion of fluid particles, much larger separation of a group of fluid particles initially in a small region is observed in the return experiment for chaotic fluid particles, compared with the case of regular fluid particles. Dutta and Chevray (1995) also carried out the return experiment experimentally and numerically using the same flow. They showed that the inertial effect associated with the variations in angular velocities of the cylinders on the separation of fluid particles is strong for chaotic fluid particles even at low \( Re \). Therefore, the chaotic property of motions of fluid particles strongly destroys the deterministic property of this motion in a short time even if the disturbance to the expected flow is quite small.

Next, when Reynolds number \( Re \) is increased from zero, although flow fields vary with \( Re \), they are still steady or time-periodic laminar flows up to a critical value of \( Re \). Therefore, it is interesting to examine the dependence of Lagrangian chaos on \( Re \) for \( Re \) less than this value. In the study of Lagrangian chaos by steady flows in a lid-driven cubic cavity, the increase in the fraction of chaotic regions with \( Re \) was observed (Ishii and Iwatsu, 1989; Iwatsu et al., 1989). However, in the study of Lagrangian chaos by a steady flow in a model of static mixers, Mizuno and Funakoshi (2005) showed that the dependence of this fraction on \( Re \) is not monotonic. No systematic investigation of this dependence is performed up to now.

Several studies on Lagrangian chaos by two-dimensional time-periodic flows or three-dimensional steady flows are described or cited in two books by Ottino (1989) and by Sturman et al. (2006), and also in review articles by Ottino (1990), by Aref (1990, 1991, 2002), and by Cartwright et al. (1999).

§3. Chaotic mixing and estimation of mixing efficiency

Studies of chaotic mixing are usually based on the assumption that flows to mix fluids are independent of the configuration of the fluids. Therefore, although the cases in
which this assumption is not satisfied, such as the mixing of fluids of different densities or viscosities, are also important in applications, we use this assumption in the present paper.

In the examination of mixing of fluids A and B, we have to estimate the extent of mixing, that is how well these fluids are mixed. A primitive but important quantity used for this estimation is the normalized standard deviation $\sigma$ of volume ratio $r_A$ in many small regions of size $\delta$ obtained by dividing the region occupied by these fluids. That is, if $r_{Ai}$ is the value of $r_A$ in the $i$-th small region, $\sigma$ is defined as

$$\sigma = \sqrt{\frac{1}{N f_A(1 - \bar{r}_A)} \sum_{i=1}^{N} (r_{Ai} - \bar{r}_A)^2},$$

(7)

where $N$ is the total number of the small regions. Here $\sigma^2$ was called the intensity of segregation in the seminal paper by Danckwerts (1952). It is easily found that $\sigma$ is zero if these fluids are completely mixed at the length scale of $\delta$ and that $\sigma$ is equal to one if these fluids are completely separated. As was mentioned in Section 1, $\sigma$ depends on the value of $\delta$ and always tends to one in the limit of $\delta \rightarrow 0$ because we neglect diffusive effects. We usually have to use not too large and not too small a value of $\delta$ determined from the time provided for mixing and expected value of a diffusion constant.

Another quantity suggested for the estimation of the extent of mixing is the scale of segregation defined by Danckwerts (1952). This quantity gives a measure of the averaged linear or volume scale of blobs of fluid A (or fluid B) produced by the mixing of these fluids. When fluids A and B are mixed only insufficiently, the intensity of segregation and the scale of segregation express the characteristic amplitude and scale of the spatial variation of volume ratio $r_A$, respectively.

The value of $\sigma$ after the motion of fluids by a two-dimensional time-periodic flow for a specified number of periods is approximately calculated from the final locations of fluid particles initially distributed over the region of fluid A. Figure 2 shows an example of the particles’ locations after five periods of the motion of cylinders for parameters used in Fig. 1. Here 3600 fluid particles are initially distributed in the lower half of the region between the cylinders. If fluid particles of sufficiently large number are initially uniformly distributed over the region of fluid A, we can obtain the approximate value of
Figure 2: Locations of fluid particles after five periods of a time-periodic flow, \( \alpha = 0.3, \varepsilon = 0.7, T_{\text{out}} = T_{\text{in}} = 1.0 \). The definition of these parameters is given in Section 4.
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state, because the greatest fraction of the curves of large length is sometimes observed just within a few thin regions as many parallel lines with small spacing rather than extending over the whole region of the fluid. Therefore, this length is not a useful index of the extent of mixing.

One of the purposes of studies of mixing is to find a velocity field $u(x, t)$ that yields efficient mixing. For example, the $u(x, t)$ that reduces the value of $\sigma$ below a specified threshold value in the shortest time under the condition of a fixed amount of energy input per unit time required to generate it is the most preferable. That is, if a large fraction of the energy input to generate a flow is used for mixing rather than for a whole fluid motion such as a rigid rotation, the flow is efficient for mixing. However, it is difficult to define this fraction appropriately. Although the above definition of mixing efficiency seems appropriate, in the present paper we use the word of mixing efficiency without explicit discussion of the energy input to generate flows, under the assumption that the flows whose mixing efficiencies are to be compared are generated with a comparable amount of energy input per unit time.

Mixing efficiency of flows generally depends on the initial configurations of fluids to be mixed, because the value of $\sigma$ depends on them. Therefore, the selection of a flow of the highest mixing efficiency may be affected by initial configurations. Although the flow that has high mixing efficiency irrespective of initial configurations is the best if it exists, the most efficient flow under a special initial configuration is also important if this configuration is necessarily chosen from the structure of mixing systems. Another point of view in the consideration of mixing efficiency is the length of the time allowed for mixing. When mixing devices are used in factories or in laboratories of application areas, this length of time is sometimes not so large. For example, in some cases, the process of mixing should be finished within a specified time because this process is one of the successive processes of a production system. Moreover, the length of static mixers, which corresponds to the length of the time allowed for mixing, cannot be so large because of restrictions in space and in the total pressure difference. Therefore, in addition to the mixing efficiency of flows over a long time, that in a short time also should be examined. The dependence on initial configurations and the length of time allowed for mixing are important points of view in studies of mixing. In Section 4, several indices for the
estimation of mixing efficiency in a short time will be introduced.

It is desirable if some information on mixing efficiency is obtained from velocity field $u(x, t)$ without solving Eq. (1). This information is obtained in a few exceptional cases. For example, efficient mixing is not expected for two-dimensional steady flows or two-dimensional unsteady flows in which each fluid particle moves on a time-independent closed curve, because Lagrangian chaos is impossible in these cases. An example of the latter flows is the slow flow between two concentric cylinders that rotate alternately. For three-dimensional steady flows, a guideline in the search for Lagrangian chaos is the Beltrami property. That is, if the velocity $u$ and vorticity $\omega = \text{rot} \ u$ satisfy the relation $\omega \times u \neq 0$ everywhere in the fluid region, Lagrangian chaos is impossible, because any fluid particle is confined to a surface called the Lamb surface. However, if $\omega \times u = 0$ somewhere, chaos is possible. Moreover, the condition $\omega \times u = 0$ is satisfied everywhere when $u$ has the Beltrami property of $\omega = qu$, where $q$ is any scalar function of $x$. The ABC flow is a typical example of a flow with this property. However, unfortunately the Beltrami property is neither necessary nor sufficient for the existence of Lagrangian chaos. More detailed explanation of this problem was given by Aref et al. (1989). Another study of the relation between three-dimensional steady flow and Lagrangian chaos was performed by King et al. (2001) by using wavy Taylor-vortex flows. Guided by the fact that a flow with rotational symmetry and a flow satisfying $\text{rot} \ \omega = 0$ cannot yield Lagrangian chaos, they succeeded in predicting the dependence on Reynolds number of the effective axial diffusivity enhanced by Lagrangian chaos, on the basis of the product of a measure of the average deviation of $u$ from this symmetry and a measure of the average deviation from the flow satisfying $\text{rot} \ \omega = 0$. Mizuno and Funakoshi (2005) also examined the relation between three-dimensional steady flows and Lagrangian chaos in a study of a model of static mixers.

One of the simplest data obtained from the numerical integration of Eq. (1) is a Poincaré section. As mentioned in Section 2, a region occupied by fluids for two-dimensional flows or a Poincaré plane for three-dimensional flows is roughly divided into chaotic and regular regions. In chaotic regions, since the stretching and folding of boundary curves between fluids due to Lagrangian chaos are expected to produce a striped pattern with a small spacing, efficient mixing is expected. However, low mixing
efficiency is predicted in regular regions, because the motion of fluid particles does not have a sensitive dependence on initial conditions. The most important property of the motion of fluid particles in Poincaré sections obtained from the theory of conservative dynamical systems is that particles starting from either of chaotic and regular regions never move into the other region. This property causes an inhomogeneously mixed state because the fluid in chaotic regions and that in regular regions are not mixed. Moreover, if there are two or more island regions in a Poincaré section, the fluid within one of these regions is never mixed with the fluid within any other island region. Therefore, the existence of regular regions is an obstacle to efficient mixing. Since a larger fraction of chaotic regions in the region occupied by fluids or in a Poincaré plane indicates more efficient mixing, this fraction is one of the useful indices of mixing efficiency, and is often used explicitly or implicitly in the studies of chaotic mixing.

The Poincaré section has a close relation to periodic points of the Poincaré map $M$, as explained in Section 2. Therefore, in studies of chaotic mixing, the locations and stability of these periodic points are sometimes calculated by solving Eq. (5) with the use of Newton’s method and by calculating the eigenvalues of the Jacobian matrix $G$ defined by Eq. (6). The existence of elliptic periodic points of $M$ sometimes causes large island regions around them in a Poincaré section, and this should be avoided to attain efficient mixing. In contrast, most of hyperbolic periodic points of $M$ are observed in chaotic regions. Therefore, if the stability of such elliptic periodic points is lost by the change to hyperbolic type with the variation in a parameter included in $u(x, t)$, we usually expect that the island regions around them disappear through this bifurcation. Atobe and Funakoshi (1994) showed that chaotic regions become large when this bifurcation occurs with respect to one of the fixed points of $M$ in the study of the flows between eccentric rotating cylinders. Ling (1993) also carried out the bifurcation analysis of a few periodic points of $M$ to predict the ranges of a parameter within which the fraction of chaotic regions is quite high, in the study of three-dimensional flows in a model of static mixers. However, the loss of stability of an elliptic periodic point is sometimes associated with the appearance of other periodic points in pitchfork, symmetry-breaking, and period-doubling bifurcations, and also the appearance of new periodic points at a parameter value through a saddle-node bifurcation is often observed. Therefore, the
selection of the periodic points whose stability and bifurcation are examined should be done quite carefully. Moreover, it is difficult to estimate the size of an island region around an elliptic periodic point only from the local information near this point such as the eigenvalues of $G$. It is often suggested that the periodic points of smaller period tend to have larger island regions around them (for example, Ottino and Shinbrot, 1999). This may be true to some extent in the sense that the island regions around periodic points of large period cannot be so large because their number is large. However, there seems to be no mathematical theory that is related to this suggestion. Moreover, this suggestion is often incorrect when we compare the island regions around periodic points of relatively small period such as 1, 2 and 3. Therefore, the stability and bifurcation analyses of periodic points of $M$ are not applicable to a wide range of mixing problems.

One more method for the estimation of mixing efficiency related to periodic points of $M$ is the examination of stable and unstable manifolds of hyperbolic periodic points of $M$ (Swanson and Ottino, 1990, Muzzio et al., 1992). The stable manifold $W^s$ or unstable manifold $W^u$ of such a periodic point $X^{(p)}$ of period $p$ is one of the invariant sets of the map $M^p$. That is, the fluid particles starting from any locations on $W^s$ and $W^u$ move after every map $M^p$ only on these manifolds towards $X^{(p)}$ as $t \to \infty$ and $t \to -\infty$, respectively. It is known that $W^s$ and $W^u$ are one-dimensional curves of infinite length that do not intersect with themselves except for the intersection of $W^s$ and $W^u$. Furthermore, it is also known that at the location of $X^{(p)}$, $W^s$ ($W^u$) is tangent to the stable (unstable) direction, the direction of the eigenvector associated with the eigenvalue of Jacobian matrix $G$ of smaller (larger) absolute value. Hyperbolic periodic points are usually observed within a chaotic region if this region exists. Moreover, each of the stable and unstable manifolds of any hyperbolic periodic point is expected to have a complicated geometrical structure with an infinite number of folds, and to cover densely all the chaotic region without visiting regular regions. Therefore, the spread of one of these manifolds can be used as an index of mixing efficiency. That is, if this manifold extends over a larger part of the fluid region, higher mixing efficiency is expected because the fraction of chaotic regions is larger. $W^s$ ($W^u$) of $X^{(p)}$ is usually obtained by integrating Eq. (1) in the backward (forward) direction from many initial points on a small line element oriented parallel to the stable (unstable) direction near $X^{(p)}$, or more
simply from many initial points on a small circle surrounding $X^{(p)}$. Here, since this line element or circle is usually stretched exponentially with the increase in iterations of the mapping $M^{-p}$ or $M^p$, many points have to be added between initial neighboring points as it is stretched in order to calculate the manifold accurately. A large amount of computation is generally required to obtain a subset of $W^s$ or $W^u$ that is sufficient for the recognition of chaotic regions. Therefore, the computation of a subset of a stable or unstable manifold is not so useful to estimate the efficiency of mixing in a long time.

Efficient mixing is expected when most line fluid elements are stretched rapidly. Therefore, the stretching rate of these elements in a flow is often used as an index of mixing efficiency of this flow. The stretching rate $\lambda(x, \theta, t_e)$ of an infinitesimal line element that is initially located at $x$ and has initial orientation $\theta$ during the time $t_e$ is defined by

$$\lambda(x, \theta, t_e) = \frac{1}{t_e} \ln \left( \frac{d(x, \theta, t_e)}{d(0)} \right),$$

where $d(x, \theta, t_e)$ and $d(0)$ are lengths of this line element at times $t_e$ and 0, respectively. The maximum of the values $\lambda(x, \theta, t_e)$ for all $\theta$ is expressed as $\lambda_m(x, t_e)$, and is called a maximum stretching rate in the present paper. In the limit of $t_e \rightarrow \infty$, it is known that the values of $\lambda(x, \theta, t_e)$ for almost all $\theta$ are the same as $\lambda_m(x, t_e)$. Moreover, this long-time stretching rate of almost all the infinitesimal line elements, $\lambda_m(x, \infty) = \lim_{t_e \rightarrow \infty} \lambda_m(x, t_e)$, is the same as the largest Liapunov exponent commonly used in the study of chaos. Furthermore, $\lambda_m(x, \infty)$ is independent of $x$ if the ergodic property that any fluid particle moves all over the region of a fluid is satisfied. Therefore, if a chaotic region is observed in almost all of a Poincaré section, the value of $\lambda_m(x, \infty)$ is almost independent of $x$, because the ergodic property is usually expected within chaotic regions. In contrast to this, if both chaotic and regular regions are observed in a Poincaré section, the values of $\lambda_m(x, \infty)$ for $x$ within the chaotic and regular regions are a positive constant and zero, respectively, as expected from the sensitive dependence of chaos on initial conditions.

In comparison with the estimation of mixing efficiency based on Poincaré sections, the estimation based on the long-time stretching rate $\lambda_m(x, \infty)$ is advantageous because we can estimate the efficiency quantitatively from the value of $\lambda_m(x, \infty)$. For example, between globally chaotic flows, flows for which only chaotic regions are observed in
Poincaré sections, the flow with the larger value of $\lambda_m(\mathbf{x}, \infty)$ is expected to have higher mixing efficiency because faster production of a striped pattern with a small spacing is expected in the whole region of a fluid. However, the estimation based on $\lambda_m(\mathbf{x}, \infty)$ has the disadvantage of the large amount of time required for the calculation of the field of $\lambda_m(\mathbf{x}, \infty)$. That is, we usually have to calculate $\lambda_m(\mathbf{x}, t_e)$ for sufficiently large $t_e$ at many points $\mathbf{x}$. In this computation at each $\mathbf{x}$, we have to integrate Eq. (1) for two neighboring fluid particles with frequent reductions of the distance between their trajectories by moving one of the particles so that the distance $d(\mathbf{x}, \mathbf{y}, t)$ is small for all $0 \leq t \leq t_e$, or integrate six equations (for two-dimensional flows) or twelve equations (for three-dimensional flows) composed of Eq. (1) itself and the equations that govern the time evolutions of two or three components of the vector of an infinitesimal line element starting with two or three initial orientations. Therefore, although the maximum stretching rate $\lambda_m(\mathbf{x}, t_e)$ of line elements is one of the useful indices of mixing efficiency, as was shown in a few papers such as Swanson and Ottino (1990) and Muzzio et al. (1992), the computation of a field of this stretching rate over a long time is still not an easy job.

The indices of mixing efficiency described in this section and other indices not mentioned above were introduced in a book by Ottino (1989) and in a few review articles (Ottino, 1990, Aref, 1991, Wiggins and Ottino, 2004). There are also a few papers whose main purpose is the comparison of these indices (Swanson and Ottino, 1990, Finn et al. 2004).

§4. Mixing efficiency in a short time

The estimation of efficiency of mixing in a short time is also important, as explained in Section 1. Several indices of this efficiency will be described in this section.

4.1. Classical indices of mixing efficiency

First of all, the fraction of chaotic regions in Poincaré sections is still an important index of mixing efficiency even for mixing in a short time. For example, in the experi-
ments on two-dimensional slow time-periodic flows between eccentric rotating cylinders by Chaiken et al. (1986), and on similar flows in a lid-driven cavity by Leong and Ottino (1989), it was shown that the spots or lines of dye initially located within chaotic regions are soon stretched and folded, whereas those located within regular regions are deformed only slightly. Chaiken et al. (1986) called the former and latter behaviors of such a dye tendril and whorl structures, respectively. These observations clearly show the decrease in mixing efficiency by the existence of regular regions. However, Poincaré sections cannot give any quantitative information on the mixing efficiency in chaotic regions. Therefore, if we would like to compare quantitatively the mixing efficiency in a short time of globally chaotic flows, other indices must be introduced.

One of the simplest methods to estimate the mixing efficiency in a short time is the examination of motions and deformations of small fluid blobs. If these blobs are strongly deformed to spread over a large region in a short time, high mixing efficiency is expected. For the quantitative estimation of this efficiency, the standard deviation \( \sigma \) defined by Eq. (7) based on the configuration of these blobs is commonly used. The advantage and disadvantage of this method are the dependence on the initial locations of blobs. That is, if the initial locations of fluids to be mixed are fixed by the geometrical configuration of a mixing device, this dependence is advantageous in the sense that the direct estimation of mixing efficiency is possible. However, if their initial locations cannot be controlled, this dependence is disadvantageous because we have to examine the efficiency for several cases with different initial locations to perform reliable estimation. The estimation of mixing efficiency based on the time evolution of boundary curves has similar advantage and disadvantage. This method is more suitable for the mixing of fluids of comparable amounts, whereas the method based on the time evolution of small blobs is better for the mixing of a small amount of additives.

4.2. Indices based on a transport matrix

In a few studies on chaotic mixing by two-dimensional time-periodic flows, transport matrices were used to estimate its efficiency. In these studies, the region occupied by a fluid is divided into many small regions called cells. A transport matrix expresses
what fraction of the fluid in a cell is transported to another cell by a given flow, and is also called a distribution matrix. Although the use of this matrix in the investigation of mixing was suggested early on (see, for example, Spencer and Wiley, 1951), studies attempting to extract information on mixing efficiency from this matrix started only recently (see, for example, Kruijt et al. 2001). An example of such studies (Funakoshi, 2001, Ichida and Funakoshi, 1998) of the slow flow between eccentric rotating cylinders will be shown below.

The geometrical configuration of the system of eccentric cylinders is shown in Fig. 3. The centers of outer and inner cylinders of radii $R_{out}$ and $R_{in}$ are located at $(0, 0)$ and $(-d_0, 0)$ in the Cartesian coordinate system $(x_1, x_2)$, respectively. The two geometrical parameters of this system are the radius ratio $\alpha$ and eccentricity $\varepsilon$ defined by

$$\alpha = \frac{R_{in}}{R_{out}}, \quad \varepsilon = \frac{d_0}{R_{out} - R_{in}}.$$  \hspace{1cm} (9)

Both $\alpha$ and $\varepsilon$ range from 0 to 1. We consider the Stokes flow of an incompressible fluid between these cylinders caused by their alternate and periodic slow rotations with period $T$. Therefore, the parameters that characterize the rotations are the angles of rotation of outer and inner cylinders in one period, $T_{out}$ and $T_{in}$, respectively. In each period, the outer cylinder alone first rotates by $\pi T_{out}$ radians, and then the inner cylinder alone rotates by $2\pi T_{in}$ radians, and finally the outer cylinder alone again rotates by $\pi T_{out}$ radians. Here the direction of these rotations is anticlockwise (clockwise) if $T_{out}$ or $T_{in}$ is positive (negative). The velocity field $\mathbf{u}(\mathbf{x}, t)$ of this Stokes flow is expressed in an
analytic form by using a bipolar coordinate system, as was shown in Jeffery (1922) and in Ballal and Rivlin (1977). By integrating Eq. (1) with this $u(x,t)$, the motion of fluid particles and the deformation of material sets are obtained numerically.
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Figure 4: Example of the division of the region of a fluid into cells. $N = 960$, $\alpha = 0.3$, $\varepsilon = 0.3$.

In order to examine the mixing efficiency of the flows described above by using a transport matrix $P$, we first divide the region occupied by a fluid into $N$ small cells of the same area $a$. An example of this is shown in Fig. 4. Here the region of a fluid is divided into 960 cells of approximately the same area.

The $(i,j)$ component $p_{ij}$ of the matrix $P$ expressing the transport of a fluid during a period $T$ is defined by $p_{ij} = a_{ij}/a$, where $a_{ij}$ is the area of the fluid that is in the $i$-th cell at $t = 0$ and moves into the $j$-th cell at $t = T$ by $u(x,t)$. From this definition, $0 \leq p_{ij} \leq 1$ is satisfied for all $i$ and $j$, and the relations

$$\sum_{j=1}^{N} p_{ij} = 1 \quad (i = 1, 2, \ldots, N), \quad \sum_{i=1}^{N} p_{ij} = 1 \quad (j = 1, 2, \ldots, N) \quad (10)$$

are satisfied because the fluid is incompressible. The computation of the matrix $P$ is usually the most time-consuming task in the examination of mixing efficiency with a transport matrix. In the studies shown here, the locations of 2500 fluid particles initially distributed uniformly within the $i$-th cell after one period $T$ were calculated to obtain the values of $p_{ij}$ for each $i$. In other studies, more sophisticated methods were also
used. For example, Kruijt et al. (2001) used a method called the adaptive boundary
tracking, in which the motions of several fluid particles distributed on cell boundaries
are calculated, and new particles are added on the initial cell boundaries and their
motions are also calculated if the distance between neighboring evolved particles exceeds
a threshold value that depends on the curvature of evolved boundary lines.

If we define \( r_A^{(n)} \) for non-negative integer \( n \) as the area ratio of fluid A in the \( i \)-th cell at
\( t = nT \) in the consideration of mixing of fluids A and B, the quantity \( q_i^{(n)} = r_A^{(n)}/(N_T A) \)
satisfies the relation
\[
\sum_{i=1}^{N} q_i^{(n)} = 1,
\]
for any \( n \). Therefore, \( q^{(n)} = (q_1^{(n)}, q_2^{(n)}, \ldots, q_N^{(n)}) \) expresses the normalized distribution
of fluid A at \( t = nT \). Here we use the assumption that a series of transports each of which
occurs in one period \( T \) is a Markov process. That is, the relation
\[
q^{(n)} = q^{(0)} P^n
\]
is assumed for any positive integer \( n \). This assumption corresponds to the complete
mixing of fluids A and B in each cell with a specified ratio after every period \( T \). Therefore,
the use of Eq. (12) is associated with a diffusive effect. This effect is stronger for larger
\( a \) as was illustrated by Kruijt et al. (2001), and is not isotropic, unlike the case of usual
diffusion. Therefore, we should be careful about this effect, especially when the mixing
efficiency over a long time is examined. However, this effect seems negligible at least if
we use Eq. (12) with sufficiently small \( a \) to estimate the mixing efficiency in a short time.

If the use of Eq. (12) is allowed, mixing efficiency is estimated through a small amount
of computations, because the estimation of the extent of mixing after a few periods by
using an index such as \( \sigma \) is carried out just by the multiplication of matrix \( P \). Moreover,
since all the information on the mixing ability of \( u(x, t) \) is contained in \( P \), we can
estimate the mixing efficiency for several initial configurations of fluids to be mixed just
by changing \( q^{(0)} \) in Eq. (12). Therefore, this method is useful especially when initial
configurations cannot be fixed.

One of the indices related to the mixing efficiency in a short time is the distribution
of eigenvalues of the matrix \( P \). In order to examine these eigenvalues, we first assume
that $P$ is irreducible and can be diagonalized as

$$\Gamma = B^{-1}PB,$$  \hfill (13)

using a non-singular matrix $B$, where $\Gamma$ is a diagonal matrix whose $(i, i)$ component is $\lambda_i$ ($i = 1, 2, \ldots, N$) satisfying the relation $|\lambda_i| \geq |\lambda_j|$ for any $i < j$. The irreducibility of $P$ is usually expected if we divide the region of a fluid into cells in a simple way. It is found from the Perron–Frobenius theorem that the eigenvalues $\lambda_1, \lambda_2, \ldots, \lambda_N$ satisfy the relation

$$\lambda_1 = 1, \quad |\lambda_i| \leq 1 \quad (i = 2, 3, \ldots, N).$$  \hfill (14)

Moreover, if the $(i, j)$ components of $B$ and $B^{-1}$ are expressed as $\alpha_{ij}$ and $\beta_{ij}$, respectively, we obtain

$$P^n = \lambda_1^n H_1 + \lambda_2^n H_2 + \cdots + \lambda_N^n H_N,$$  \hfill (15)

from Eq. (13), where the $(i, j)$ component of the matrix $H_l$ is $\alpha_{il}\beta_{lj}$ for $1 \leq i, j \leq N$ and $1 \leq l \leq N$. Here it is noted that all the components of $H_1$ are $N^{-1}$ and that the matrices $H_l$ are calculated from the eigenvectors of $P$. Therefore, if $|\lambda_2| < 1$, we obtain

$$\lim_{n \to \infty} P^n = H_1.$$  \hfill (16)

Furthermore, using Eqs. (11), (12) and (16), the asymptotic state $q^{(\infty)}$ of a normalized distribution vector is written as

$$q^{(\infty)} = \lim_{n \to \infty} q^{(0)} P^n = q^{(0)} H_1 = \left( \frac{1}{N}, \frac{1}{N}, \ldots, \frac{1}{N} \right),$$  \hfill (17)

independent of its initial value $q^{(0)}$. Since this $q^{(\infty)}$ corresponds to the ideally mixed state with $\sigma = 0$, the speed of approach of $P^n$ to $H_1$ with increasing $n$ is important in the estimation of mixing efficiency in a short time. Therefore, from the consideration of Eq. (15), we conclude that the values of $|\lambda_i|$ for $i \geq 2$ can be used as an index of this mixing efficiency.

Figure 5 shows an example of the absolute values of $N$ eigenvalues of $P$ for five values of $\varepsilon$. As found from the Poincaré section for $\varepsilon = 0.7$ shown in Fig. 1 and the Poincaré sections for $\varepsilon = 0.5$ and 0.9 shown in Fig. 6, efficient mixing is expected for $\varepsilon = 0.5$ because the fraction of chaotic regions is large, whereas low mixing efficiency is expected
Figure 5: Absolute values of the eigenvalues of $P$. $\alpha = 0.3$, $T_{\text{out}} = T_{\text{in}} = 1.0$.

Figure 6: Examples of Poincaré sections. $\alpha = 0.3$, $T_{\text{out}} = T_{\text{in}} = 1.0$. (a) $\varepsilon = 0.5$, (b) $\varepsilon = 0.9$. 
if \( \varepsilon \) is close to 0 or 1 because large regular regions are observed. The dependence of the distribution of eigenvalues on \( \varepsilon \) in Fig. 5 is consistent with this result obtained from Poincaré sections. That is, the values of \(|\lambda_i|\) for relatively small \( i \) are the smallest for \( \varepsilon = 0.5 \), and are large for \( \varepsilon = 0.1, 0.3 \) and 0.9.

Although the direct estimation of mixing efficiency in a short time based on the values of \(|\lambda_i|\) was not performed in this study, there are possibilities of extracting information on this mixing efficiency from \( P \). For example, if \(|\lambda_3| < |\lambda_2| < 1\) is satisfied, matrix \( H_2 \) may give information on the pattern of inhomogeneity of fluids observed after the mixing in a short time. Anderson et al. (2002) also examined the mixing efficiency of the flow between eccentric rotating cylinders using the eigenvalues and eigenmodes of \( P \). They discussed the relation between the eigenmodes associated with the eigenvalues whose absolute values are close to 1 and the configuration of chaotic and regular regions in the corresponding Poincaré sections.

It is also possible to characterize the contribution of each cell to mixing on the basis of \( P \). That is, by analogy with entropy in information theory,

\[
L_i = -\frac{1}{\log N} \sum_{j=1}^{N} p_{ij} \log p_{ij} \quad (i = 1, 2, \ldots, N)
\]  

is introduced as an index. If a fluid starting from the \( i \)-th cell is convected so that it is uniformly distributed over all cells after a period \( T \), that is if \( p_{ij} = N^{-1} \) for all \( j \), then \( L_i \) takes the largest value of 1. However, if this fluid is convected to only one of the cells, \( L_i \) takes the smallest value of 0. Therefore, the cells of large \( L_i \) are expected to play an important role in mixing because a small fluid blob visiting these cells is distributed over a large part of the region of a fluid after a period \( T \). Figure 7 shows an example of the first \( N/5 \) cells in descending order of \( L_i \). As found from the corresponding Poincaré section of Fig. 1, almost all of these cells are within chaotic regions. Therefore, the large \( L_i \) of these cells reflects the strong stretching of fluid elements in chaotic regions. Since high mixing efficiency in a short time is expected if \( L_i \) is large for most cells, the spread of cells of large \( L_i \) and the average of \( L_i \) over all cells,

\[
\bar{L} = -\frac{1}{N \log N} \sum_{i=1}^{N} \sum_{j=1}^{N} p_{ij} \log p_{ij}
\]  
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are possible indices of this mixing efficiency.

![Figure 7: N/5 cells with large $L_i$. $N = 960$, $\alpha = 0.3$, $\varepsilon = 0.7$, $T_{out} = T_{in} = 1.0$.](image)

Entropy in information theory can be used also for the estimation of the extent of mixing. That is, if we know the values of $q^{(n)}_i$,

$$Q^{(n)} = \frac{-\log N - \sum_{i=1}^{N} q^{(n)}_i \log q^{(n)}_i}{\log \bar{r}_A}$$

is introduced as another index of this extent at $t = nT$. In the completely mixed state of $q^{(n)}_i = 1/N$ for all $i$, $Q^{(n)}$ takes the smallest value of 0. However, if fluids A and B are separated completely in the sense that $q^{(n)}_i = 1/(\bar{r}_A N)$ for $i = 1, \ldots, \bar{r}_A N$ and $q^{(n)}_i = 0$ for $i = \bar{r}_A N + 1, \ldots, N$, then $Q^{(n)}$ takes the largest value of 1, where $\bar{r}_A N$ is assumed to be an integer.

If the region occupied by a fluid could be divided into small cells so that some of the cells are within a chaotic region and the remaining cells are within a regular region, then the $(i, j)$ components $p_{ij}$ of transport matrix $P$ are zero if the $i$-th and $j$-th cells are in different regions, which means that $P$ is reducible. However, since the boundaries between chaotic and regular regions have a fractal structure as mentioned in Section 2, such a division is impossible, and the assumed irreducibility of $P$ is reasonable even when chaotic and regular regions coexist as in the case of Fig. 1. However, it is desirable if we can approximately detect these regions from this irreducible $P$ when both of them exist. This detection is possible to some extent by changing $P$ into a reducible one by
replacing the values of components of \( P \) that are smaller than a threshold value with zero. However, the selection of an appropriate threshold value is quite difficult, and may be even impossible in some cases. Therefore, we cannot expect the widespread availability of this method. If \( P \) is reducible to two or more submatrices, the eigenvalues of \( P \) are the union of the eigenvalues of these submatrices. Most of the eigenvalues of submatrices that correspond to the transport within regular regions are expected to be relatively large, whereas most of those corresponding to the transport within chaotic regions are expected to be relatively small. The property of eigenvalues of a near-reducible \( P \), whose \((i,j)\) components are quite small if the \( i \)-th and \( j \)-th cells belong to different groups, seems an interesting subject and should be examined by using the perturbation theory for linear operators. However, this problem has not been examined systematically in the context of chaotic mixing.

Transport matrices were used in several studies on mixing efficiency. For example, Kruijt et al. (2001) estimated the mixing efficiency of two-dimensional time-periodic flows in a lid-driven cavity. Moreover, Galaktionov et al. (2001) examined the mixing efficiency of three-dimensional time-periodic flows in a cubic cavity generated by sliding opposite walls. Here this cavity was divided into many small cubic cells, and the surfaces of convected cells were expressed by a set of necessary number of triangles. A similar method was used also for the examination of mixing in a static mixer (Galaktionov et al. 2003). In these studies, the efficiency and accuracy of the method based on transport matrices in studies of mixing efficiency were shown.

### 4.3. Indices related to important processes in mixing

#### 4.3.1. General remarks on a few processes in mixing

The estimations of mixing efficiency described in Sections 4.1 and 4.2 are based on the time evolution of material sets such as small blobs, boundary curves, and fluid particles, and are not directly related to the dynamical processes that are expected to play important roles in mixing. In contrast to them, in some studies, mixing efficiency was estimated by using the indices that characterize these processes, or the realization
of high-efficiency mixing was attempted by taking account of these processes.

The most important dynamical process in mixing is the stretching of fluid elements. Therefore, it is ideal if we design a mixing device so that all fluid elements are always stretched strongly by a flow in it. Such a device was already realized as a split-and-recombine mixer in the study of static mixers at microscale, and its mixing efficiency was examined both numerically and experimentally (Hardt et al. 2006). The cross-sectional motion of a fluid in this mixer after its axial motion by one period is expected to imitate the baker’s transformation (see, for example, Wiggins and Ottino, 2004 about this transformation). The main processes in this mixer are stretching, cutting (splitting) and recombining (stacking) of the fluid. Hardt et al. (2006) showed that this mixer can attain high efficiency of mixing in a short time if its shape is carefully designed. However, the production of such a mixer usually costs much and is not easy, especially at microscale. Therefore, it is also important to estimate the efficiency of mixing devices of simpler geometrical configuration in which strong stretching of fluid elements is observed neither all over the region of a fluid nor all the time, such as typical static mixers used in many kinds of industries.

In estimating the mixing efficiency in a short time of such mixing devices, the maximum stretching rate $\lambda_m(x, t_e)$ for small $t_e$, which is sometimes called a finite-time largest Liapunov exponent, is one of the useful indices. For example, through the experiments and numerical computations of the time-periodic flows between eccentric rotating cylinders, Swanson and Ottino (1990) showed that the configuration of small spots of dye initially located in a chaotic region after a few periods agrees well with the region composed of final locations of the fluid elements of large stretching rate. Here they used the value of $\lambda(x, \theta, t_e)$ for small $t_e$ averaged over $\theta$ as the stretching rate instead of $\lambda_m(x, t_e)$.

However, since stretching is not the only important process in mixing, we have to consider other processes too. One of the traditional strategies to achieve efficient mixing is strong stretching of fluid elements in relatively small regions and the successive repeated visits of all fluid elements to these regions after every interval. In this strategy, if fluid elements in a large part of the region of a fluid do not visit the high-stretching-rate regions, efficient mixing is not expected. Furthermore, in addition to the magnitude of the stretching rate in these regions, the orientation of line fluid elements when they return to
these regions is also important. That is, since the stretching rate of a line element visiting a high-stretching-rate region depends on this orientation, its return with the orientation that gives the largest stretching rate is the most preferable. In the estimation of mixing efficiency of three-dimensional steady flows, the shear rates of these flows are usually examined to characterize stretching rates. However, the stretching rate of line fluid elements by a Poincaré map $M$ is also useful for the estimation of cross-sectional mixing efficiency of three-dimensional steady flows if such a map is defined well. Moreover, for two-dimensional time-periodic flows, it is more reasonable to examine the stretching rates by a Poincaré map $M$ rather than the time-dependent shear rates of these flows.

4.3.2. Stable and unstable manifolds

One of the candidates for a high-stretching-rate region for a two-dimensional time-periodic flow is the neighborhood of a hyperbolic periodic point of a Poincaré map $M$. That is, the strong stretching of fluid elements is expected near the hyperbolic periodic points with unstable eigenvalue $\mu_1$ of large absolute value, as was suggested by Muzzio et al. (1992). The stable manifolds of these periodic points are interpreted as the skeleton of the locations of fluid particles that are promised to visit the neighborhoods of these periodic points. On the other hand, the unstable manifolds of these periodic points are interpreted as the skeleton of the locations of fluid particles that were strongly stretched in the neighborhoods of these periodic points. Therefore, the distribution of appropriately defined subsets of these manifolds can be used as an index of the efficiency of mixing in a short time. For example, in the studies on the time-periodic flow between eccentric rotating cylinders, Swanson and Ottino (1990) and Muzzio et al. (1992) showed that the configuration of small spots of dye initially located in a chaotic region after a few periods obtained in their experiments is predicted well by subsets of unstable manifolds of one or more hyperbolic fixed points with large $|\mu_1|$.

Another example of the study of the estimation of efficiency of mixing in a short time based on the distribution of subsets of stable and unstable manifolds will be shown below (Kawazoe et al. 2004, Kawazoe, 2004). In this study, the flow between eccentric rotating cylinders for $\alpha = 0.3$, $\varepsilon = 0.4$, $T_{\text{out}} = 1.0$ and $T_{\text{in}} = 6.0$ was mainly used. The
Figure 8: Poincaré section and periodic points of the Poincaré map $M$ for $\alpha = 0.3$, $\varepsilon = 0.4$, $T_{out} = 1.0$ and $T_{in} = 6.0$. Periodic points are colored red for fixed points, blue for 2-periodic points, green for 3-period points, and yellow for 4-period points. Circles and triangles denote elliptic and hyperbolic periodic points, respectively.

Poincaré section and $p$-periodic points of the Poincaré map $M$ satisfying $p \leq 4$ yielded from this flow are shown in Fig. 8. We refer to periodic points of period $p$ as $p$-periodic points in the following part. Since chaotic regions are dominant in this figure, the flow we consider is globally chaotic. Most of the periodic points we found are hyperbolic. Since island regions around a few elliptic periodic points are quite small, they are not recognizable in the Poincaré section.

At hyperbolic $p$-periodic points, the stretching rate of a line element oriented to the unstable direction in $p$ periods is given by $\ln |\mu_1|$, where $\mu_1$ is the unstable eigenvalue of the Jacobian matrix $G$ of map $M^p$ at these points. The maximum stretching rate of line elements in $p$ periods at these points is given by $\ln \Lambda_1$. Here $\Lambda_1$ is the square root of the larger eigenvalue of the Cauchy–Green tensor $G^tG$, where $t$ denotes the transpose. Although $\Lambda_1$ is larger than $|\mu_1|$ if $G$ is asymmetric, $|\mu_1|$ is still an important measure to characterize the stretching rate at these points, because the asymptotic stretching rate per one period is given by $\frac{1}{p} \ln |\mu_1|$ rather than $\frac{1}{p} \ln \Lambda_1$. The existence of hyperbolic
periodic points of large $\frac{1}{p} \ln |\mu_1|$ or $\frac{1}{p} \ln \Lambda_1$ is preferable for efficient mixing, because strong stretching is expected near these points. We usually find that most of the hyperbolic periodic points with large $\frac{1}{p} \ln |\mu_1|$ or $\frac{1}{p} \ln \Lambda_1$ have small period such as one, two and three. In the case of Fig. 8, the fixed point expressed by $P_0$ gives the largest values of $\frac{1}{p} \ln |\mu_1|$ and $\frac{1}{p} \ln \Lambda_1$ among hyperbolic periodic points of $M$. Therefore, we call $P_0$, for which $|\mu_1| = 45.3$, a strongest-stretching fixed point.

Each hyperbolic $p$-periodic point $X^{(p)}$ has stable manifold $W^s$ and unstable manifold $W^u$, as already explained in Section 3. As illustrated in Fig. 9, a circular fluid element whose center is initially on $W^s$ is usually stretched along $W^u$ and compressed in the direction of $W^s$. Moreover, strong stretching of this fluid element is expected if $\frac{1}{p} \ln |\mu_1|$ associated with $X^{(p)}$ is large. Therefore, the fluid near a subset of $W^s$ of such an $X^{(p)}$ is expected to be mixed well in a short time if fluid particles starting from this subset arrive at the neighborhood of $X^{(p)}$ in a few periods.

![Figure 9](image.png)

Figure 9: Motion and deformation of a fluid element that is initially on the $W^s$ of a hyperbolic $p$-periodic point $X^{(p)}$ by the map $M^p$.

In order to obtain an approximation of such a subset of $W^s$, the mapping $M^{-k}$ of a circle of small radius $\delta$ around $X^{(p)}$ is carried out, where $k$ is assumed to be a multiple of $p$. The resulting set, which usually looks like a curve with two ends, is called $S_{k,\delta}$. An approximation of a subset of $W^u$ is obtained in a similar way by using map $M^k$ instead of $M^{-k}$, and is called $U_{k,\delta}$. Figure 10 shows examples of $S_{4,\delta}$ for the strongest-stretching fixed point $P_0$ expressed by a small square. We find that the length of $S_{k,\delta}$ increases quite rapidly with $\delta$, and that even for relatively large $\delta$, $S_{k,\delta}$ passes through only narrow regions frequently without visiting the remaining region rather than visiting most of the chaotic region. Here it should be noted that $U_{k,\delta}$ is the mirror image of $S_{k,\delta}$ with respect to the axis of symmetry ($x_2 = 0$), because the inverse of map $M$ corresponds to the
time-reversal rotations of cylinders.

![Figure 10: Dependence of $S_{k,\delta}$ on $\delta$. $\alpha = 0.3$, $\varepsilon = 0.4$, $T_{out} = 1.0$, $T_{in} = 6.0$ and $k = 4$. (a) $\delta = 10^{-6}R_{out}$, (b) $\delta = 10^{-5}R_{out}$, (c) $\delta = 10^{-4}R_{out}$, (d) $\delta = 10^{-3}R_{out}$.](image)

To compare the stable manifolds of different periodic points, the $S_{k,\delta}$ for three fixed points including $P_0$ is shown in Fig. 11. The values of $|\mu_1|$ of fixed points in (a), (b) and (c) of this figure are 45.3, 17.3 and 9.8, respectively. For fixed values of $k$ and $\delta$, the $S_{k,\delta}$ for the fixed points with larger $|\mu_1|$ is distributed over a larger region. Moreover, for sufficiently large $k$ and $\delta$, the configurations of $S_{k,\delta}$ for these fixed points are similar. Therefore, we examine only the $S_{k,\delta}$ for $P_0$ in the following part.

To estimate the density distribution of $S_{k,\delta}$ quantitatively, we first divide the region of the fluid into $N_e = 28000$ small cells of equal area. We then count the number of times, $f_i$, the curve of $S_{k,\delta}$ passes through the $i$-th cell. The density $F_i$ of $S_{k,\delta}$ at the $i$-th cell is defined by

$$F_i = \frac{f_i}{N_e} \sum_{j=1}^{N_e} f_j. \quad (21)$$

Figure 12 shows examples of the density distribution of $S_{4,\delta}$ for a few values of $\delta$. Since the distributions for relatively large $\delta$ are similar to each other, it is suggested that there exists an asymptotic distribution of $S_{k,\delta}$ as $\delta$ is increased for fixed $k$ or as $k$ is increased.
Figure 11: $S_{k,\delta}$ for three fixed points denoted by squares. $\alpha = 0.3$, $\varepsilon = 0.4$, $T_{\text{out}} = 1.0$, $T_{\text{in}} = 6.0$ and $\delta = 10^{-4} R_{\text{out}}$. The fixed point in (a) is $P_0$. For fixed $\delta$, this distribution may characterize the configuration of $W^s$.

To examine the validity of the distribution of $S_{k,\delta}$ as an index of the efficiency of mixing in a short time, the time evolutions of small blobs located at the regions of large and small $F_k$ are compared in Fig. 13. From this figure, we find that the blob starting from the region of large $F_k$ is stretched strongly and is distributed over a large region, whereas the other blob is stretched only weakly. Moreover, the configuration of the strongly stretched blob shown in Fig. 13(b) is similar to the unstable manifold of $P_0$. This result is consistent with the expected behavior of fluid elements shown in Fig. 9. Therefore, it is suggested that the distribution of $S_{k,\delta}$ (or $U_{k,\delta}$) for appropriately chosen $k$ and $\delta$ is one of the useful indices of the efficiency of mixing in a short time. If $S_{k,\delta}$ (or $U_{k,\delta}$) is distributed over a large part of the region of a fluid without concentrating in narrow regions, efficient mixing in a short time is expected.

In order to estimate quantitatively the suggested strong stretching effect of a flow near hyperbolic periodic points of $M$, the maximum stretching rate $\lambda_{\text{m}}(\mathbf{x}, t_e)$ at several points $\mathbf{x}$ is also calculated for $t_e = n T$, where $n$ is a positive integer. That is, we first calculate $\Lambda_1$ as the square root of the larger eigenvalue of $G^T G$, where $G$ is the Jacobian
Figure 12: Density distribution of $S_k\delta$ for $P_0$, $\alpha = 0.3$, $\varepsilon = 0.4$, $T_{\text{cut}} = 1.0$, $T_{\text{in}} = 6.0$ and $k = 4$. (a) $\delta = 5 \times 10^{-5}R_{\text{out}}$, (b) $\delta = 5 \times 10^{-6}R_{\text{out}}$, (c) $\delta = 5 \times 10^{-5}R_{\text{out}}$, (d) $\delta = 5 \times 10^{-4}R_{\text{out}}$. 
Figure 13: Time evolutions of two small blobs. $\alpha = 0.3$, $\varepsilon = 0.4$, $T_{out} = 1.0$ and $T_{in} = 6.0$. In (a) and (c), a part of the $S_{k,\delta}$ for $P_0$ for $k = 4$ and $\delta = 10^{-4} R_{out}$ is shown. Small squares denote the initial positions of circular blobs of radius $10^{-3} R_{out}$. These blobs in (a) and (c) evolve into the curves in (b) and (d) after 4 periods, respectively.

The matrix of map $M^n$ that corresponds to the motion of a fluid particle starting from $x$ in time $nT$. We then obtain $\lambda_m(x, nT)$ from

$$\lambda_m(x, nT) = \frac{1}{n} \ln \Lambda_1. \tag{22}$$

The maximum stretching rate in $n$ periods at each cell used in the computation of $F_i$ is defined as the averaged value of $\lambda_m(x_j, nT)$ for several points $x_j$ within this cell, and is referred to as $\lambda_i(nT)$ for the $i$-th cell.

Figure 14 shows examples of the distribution of $\lambda_i(nT)$ for $n = 1, 2, 3$ and 4. Although the difference between the largest and smallest values of $\lambda_i(nT)$ tends to decrease as $n$ increases, the locations of the cells with relatively large $\lambda_i(nT)$ for different values of $n$ are similar, especially between the locations for $n = 3$ and 4. Moreover, the locations of the cells with large $\lambda_i(nT)$ in Fig. 14 look similar to those with large density of $S_{k,\delta}$ in Fig. 12 to some extent. To examine the correlation between the cells with large $\lambda_i(nT)$ and the ones with large $F_i$, the matching rate of such cells is computed for several values of $\delta$ and $n$. That is, we calculate the proportion of the cells that are within the first
Figure 14: Distribution of $\lambda_i(nT)$, $\alpha = 0.3$, $\varepsilon = 0.4$, $T_{\text{out}} = 1.0$ and $T_{\text{in}} = 6.6$. (a) $n = 1$, (b) $n = 2$, (c) $n = 3$, (d) $n = 4$. 
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Figure 15: Matching rate of the cells with large $F_1$ of $S_{1,3}$ and the cells with large $\lambda(nT)$.

$10\%$ of the cells in descending order of $F_1$ and also are within the first $10\%$ of the cells in descending order of $\lambda(nT)$, to $10\%$ of all cells. Figure 15 shows the matching rate between the distribution of density $F_1$ of $S_{1,3}$ illustrated in Fig. 12 and the distribution of $\lambda(nT)$ shown in Fig. 14. From Fig. 15, we find that this rate is high if $\delta$ is not too small and $n$ is two or more. Therefore, we can conclude that if the values of $k$ and $\delta$ are appropriately chosen, most of the fluid elements near $S_{k,3}$ are strongly stretched and distributed over a large region in a short time. An almost exact correspondence between the region of large stretching rate and the stable manifolds of hyperbolic fixed points with large $|\mu_1|$ was also shown by Muzzio et al. (1992).

The stable and unstable manifolds of hyperbolic fixed points of the map $M$ were also used to estimate the rates of transport and mixing of fluids by two-dimensional flows expressed as a time-periodic modulation of a steady velocity field. Here it is assumed that the steady velocity field yields streamlines that separate the region of a fluid and connect stagnation points. Such a separating streamline is interpreted as the stable manifold of an equilibrium point and also the unstable manifold of another equilibrium point. When this steady velocity field is slightly modulated periodically, fixed points of
the Poincaré map \( M \) exist near these equilibrium points. Moreover, the stable manifold of one of these fixed points and the unstable manifold of another fixed point no longer coincide and intersect only at infinite number of discrete points. This behavior is called the heteroclinic tangle of stable and unstable manifolds. Rom-Kedar et al. (1990) showed that the regions called lobes are important in estimating the transport rate of a fluid beyond the above separating streamlines. Here each lobe is delimited by a part of the stable and unstable manifolds connecting two neighboring intersection points. On the basis of the dynamics of lobes, several studies were performed on the rates of transport and mixing of fluids by this kind of flow (see for example, Wiggins 1992, Beigie et al. 1994, Wilson et al. 2006).

4.3.3. *Lines of separation in a static mixer*

As a simple model of static mixers, the partitioned-pipe mixer (PPM) was first introduced by Khakhar et al. (1987). As shown in Fig. 16, the elements within the PPM are a series of rectangular plates of length \( L_0 \) that are placed orthogonally to each other. In this system, a cross-sectional flow is caused by the rotation of an outer cylinder of radius \( R \) relative to the elements at constant speed \( V \) instead of the torsion of elements, and an axial flow is generated by the imposed pressure gradient in the axial direction. Khakhar et al. (1987) examined numerically the mixing in the PPM as a case study of chaotic mixing in deterministic flows, using the approximate Stokes flow velocity field that is expressed in an analytical form but is discontinuous on the cross-sections that include the leading and trailing edges of plates. The mixing in the PPM was also studied

![Figure 16: Schematic view of one period of the partitioned-pipe mixer.](image-url)
experimentally by Kusch and Ottino (1992). By examining the spatial development of injected dyed fluids, they observed both the regions of chaotic motion and the tubular regions extending in the axial direction that correspond to regular regions explained in Section 2. Using an improved velocity field that is still discontinuous on the same cross-sections, Meleshko et al. (1999) also performed numerical studies on the mixing in the PPM and showed that their results agree well with the results in experiments by Kusch and Ottino (1992). Mizuno and Funakoshi (2002) used the same improved velocity field in the study of mixing in a generalized model of the PPM. Moreover, numerically obtained spatially-periodic continuous velocity fields were used by Mizuno and Funakoshi (2004, 2005) in a study of mixing in this generalized model.

In typical static mixers including the PPM, the fluid in a mixer is separated (or split) at the leading edge of each element. The cross-sectional motions of the separated fluids on the opposite sides of the element are toward the opposite directions along its surface, which results in the discontinuity of Poincaré map $M$. Moreover, the fluid near elements is often stretched strongly in the cross-sectional directions because of the large strain rate of the cross-sectional velocity field. Therefore, the separation of fluid at the leading edges of elements is expected to be one of the important processes whose characteristics are used to estimate the mixing efficiency in such static mixers.

![Figure 17: (a) Poincaré section, (b) lines of separation.](image)

On the basis of this expectation, Mizuno and Funakoshi (2002, 2004, 2005) suggested that the distribution of a set, called lines of separation, is one of the useful indices to estimate the efficiency of mixing in the PPM in a short time. Lines of separation are
defined as the set of locations on a given cross-section of fluid particles that are advected to one of the leading edges of plates within a specified number of periods. Figure 17 shows examples of the Poincaré section and lines of separation in the PPM yielded by a numerically obtained velocity field for certain values of non-dimensional parameters composed of $L_0$, $R$, $V$, pressure gradient and viscosity (Mizuno and Funakoshi, 2004). From the Poincaré section shown in Fig. 17(a), defined at cross-sections $Z_m$ that correspond to the middle of horizontal plates, we find that the flow is almost globally chaotic, since island regions are small. Figure 17(b) shows the lines of separation on the same cross-section $Z_m$ obtained from two leading edges within one period from $Z_m$. These lines of separation are not distributed all over the chaotic region but are localized in a relatively small region.

![Figure 18: Cross-sectional movement and deformation of two small blobs shown in (a) and (c). The blobs in (a) and (c) evolve into the configurations shown in (b) and (d) after one period, respectively.](image)

Figure 18 shows the cross-sectional movement and deformation of two small circular blobs that are initially on a cross-section $Z_m$, associated with their movement in the axial direction by one period. The blobs that initially include a part of the lines of separation shown in Fig. 17(b), such as the blob in Fig. 18(a), are divided into several components owing to the discontinuity of Poincaré map $M$ on lines of separation and are strongly stretched, as found from Fig. 18(b). On the other hand, the blobs whose initial locations are not close to lines of separation, such as the blob in Fig. 18(c), are stretched only weakly even if they are in chaotic regions, as illustrated in Fig. 18(d). From this result, it is suggested that only the blobs starting from the neighborhood of lines of separation
are strongly stretched and mixed well in their axial movement by one period. Therefore, the distribution of lines of separation can be used to estimate the efficiency of mixing in a short time (in a few axial periods).

The close correlation between the region where fluid elements are stretched strongly and the region where lines of separation are distributed densely was also shown by Mizuno and Funakoshi (2004).

§5. Concluding remarks

In Section 2 of the present paper, several studies on Lagrangian chaos, the chaotic motion of fluid particles by two-dimensional time-periodic flows or three-dimensional steady flows, were introduced. There are also studies related to the theory on near-integrable Hamiltonian systems. For example, we can consider a two-dimensional time-periodic velocity field of an incompressible fluid that is expressed as the sum of a basic (not necessarily steady) velocity field for which Eq. (1) is integrable in the sense that each fluid particle moves on a time-independent streamline, and a small perturbation velocity that causes the non-integrability of Eq.(1). In such a velocity field, as the magnitude of the perturbation increases from zero, we usually observe in Poincaré sections the breakup of more of the original closed curves that results in the appearance and growth of chaotic regions, whereas remaining closed curves survive as those corresponding to the Kóhmogorov–Arnold–Moser (KAM) tori and occupy regular regions. This is the result from the KAM theorem on near-integrable Hamiltonian systems. A few examples of studies related to the KAM theorem and mixing are Wonhas and Vassilicos (2001) on time-periodic vortical flows and Kaper and Wiggins (1993) on slowly-varying time-periodic flows between eccentric rotating cylinders. For those who are not familiar with the theory on Hamiltonian systems and the KAM theorem, references such as Ottino (1989), Lichtenberg and Lieberman (1992) and Doherty and Ottino (1988) are useful.

In Section 3, studies of chaotic mixing by two-dimensional time-periodic flows or three-dimensional steady flows were reviewed. In addition to these studies, there are a few investigations of chaotic mixing by three-dimensional time-periodic flows. For example, Malyuga et al. (2002) and Speetjens et al. (2006) examined the mixing by a
three-dimensional Stokes flow in a cylindrical container caused by the periodic motions of cylinder end walls, and Galaktionov et al. (2001) examined the mixing by a similar flow in a cubic cavity. The standard tools used in the theory of dynamical systems are still applicable to such flows. The examination of mixing efficiency based on them is, however, more difficult compared with the cases of two-dimensional time-periodic flows or three-dimensional steady flows, partly because we have to extract information related to mixing from the Poincaré sections defined in a three-dimensional region or from the geometrical structure of one-dimensional or two-dimensional stable and unstable manifolds of hyperbolic periodic points of a Poincaré map in a three-dimensional region, as attempted by Malyuga et al. (2002) and Speetjens et al. (2006). In spite of this difficulty, the studies on the estimation of mixing efficiency by three-dimensional time-periodic flows are expected to develop in the future, because such flows are common in practical mixing devices. For example, the flow caused by a steady rotation of impellers in a stirred tank is usually three-dimensional and time-periodic, except for the special cases in which flows are steady in the reference frame fixed to the impellers as in the studies by Fountain et al. (1998, 2000).

In Sections 3 and 4, several indices for the estimation of mixing efficiency were introduced and discussed with a special attention to the mixing efficiency in a short time. Besides studies on several indices introduced in these sections, such as the indices related to transport matrices, stable and unstable manifolds of hyperbolic periodic points of Poincaré maps, and lines of separation, there are also interesting studies on various aspects of mixing. An example of such aspects is the asymptotic directionality of fluid elements suggested by Giona et al. (1999, 2000) in the study of mixing by two-dimensional time-periodic flows between eccentric rotating cylinders. This property implies the existence of a local asymptotic orientation of fluid elements at each point within chaotic regions. They suggested that information on the asymptotic directionality is useful because it determines the geometrical configuration of unstable manifolds of hyperbolic periodic points of Poincaré maps. This asymptotic directionality was revealed also in dynamo theory by simulations of magnetic fields in fluid flows under a small diffusive effect, in which magnetic field vectors align with the stretching directions (see, for example, Childress and Gilbert, 1995).
Another interesting aspect of mixing is the relation between the curvature and stretching rate of material lines. From the numerical examination of the time evolution of stretching and curvature of material lines by a two-dimensional time-periodic flow in a lid-driven cavity that yield chaotic motion of fluid particles, Liu and Muzzio (1996) showed that parts of material lines with large curvature are exceptionally compressed by the flow. Similar close correlation between the parts of compression and parts of large curvature was also reported by Hobbs and Muzzio (1998) and Thiffeault (2004). Leonard (2005) also examined a similar problem with the inclusion of torsion of material lines. Other related studies of the relation between the curvature of material lines and the finite-time largest Lyapunov exponent in flows that cause the chaotic motion of fluid particles were performed by Tang and Boozer (1996) and Thiffeault and Boozer (2001).

Recently, a measure to estimate the extent of mixing over different length scales called the Mix-Norm was suggested by Mathew et al. (2005). Since the significance of this measure is discussed in a mathematically rigorous way, this study seems to contribute to the development of mathematical theory on mixing.
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